
HAZARDOUS TRAFFIC INCIDENTS AT THE WEATHERSFIELD & 15/501 
INTERSECTION 
 

 
 
Many drivers exiting the village at this complicated intersection and intending to pull into the 
crossover to turn left onto 15/501 southbound (toward Pittsboro), appear to incorrectly believe 
they can seize the right of way from southbound vehicles that are approaching (from the Chapel 
Hill direction), and are in their own set-off left turning lane waiting for a break in northbound 
traffic to enter the village.  
 
During the past several years, including recently, we have received occasional reports of exiting 
drivers who have created a hazard by failing to yield and then aggressively (honking, using 
crude hand signals, or shaking fists) and incorrectly asserting that they were in the right.  
 
Many drivers have clearly misunderstood their right of way permissions at this dangerous 
crossover and have improperly pulled out risking--even causing--an accident.    
 
What’s Required for Left Turning Exiting Traffic at This Intersection? 

 
Left turning exiting village vehicles must yield to all southbound 15/501 traffic, including vehicles 
turning left or waiting in the left set-aside turning lane to enter the village onto Weathersfield. 
Remember that 15/501 traffic has the right of way in BOTH directions. 
 
While it is legal for a left turning vehicle exiting Weathersfield to be in the 15/501 crossover 
awaiting a break in the southbound traffic, if a southbound 15/501 left-turning vehicle is 
approaching or sitting in the set-off turn lane awaiting safe entry, such vehicles have the right of 
way vis a vis left-turning exiting crossover traffic, which should not block their entry pathway.  
 

Exiting Weathersfield Safety Advice Summary 
 
When exiting from Weathersfield go southbound onto 15/501 (toward Mt. Gilead Church Road 
or Pittsboro), it is generally safer to exit at Village Way instead and cross the highway using the 
protection provided by the computer-controlled traffic signal, even if it might add several tenths 
of a mile to do so. Right turn exists (northbound toward Chapel Hill) from the village are 
generally safer at Weathersfield, which has a much longer line of sight for seeing oncoming 
northbound 15/501 traffic and for judging their oncoming speed.  


